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Dear All,

First of all, I would like to take this opportunity to welcome and thank everyone that has contributed to the 

development of the newsletter, we are going into our third year since launching our quarterly magazine 

and thus far it had proved to be very beneficial for all our TARFEEH employees. I must say that this had 

been a collective effort from all our staff. The newsletter includes periodic updates, news, promotions and 

events, whereby TARFEEH is proud to share with as it also give our employees a good perspective on 

how the company is progressing and performing.

The purpose of having a quarterly magazine is to spread information, motivate employees, highlighting 

the unity of our staff and improve their morale. We also aim to increase the numbers of articles that each 

department have, we want every department within TARFEEH company to contribute to the magazine 

as much as possible, the more we share our stories, the better the magazine it will be.

I strongly believe that we all must contribute in building the culture of 

TARFEEH together. It is a joint responsibility of every employee to accomplish this and I know that all of 

you are up for it. I would like to hear your feedback on our newsletter, because this newsletter is for you all. 

Once again, I encourage you to publish or share articles that might be of a good interest to the company.

Please share your comments and feedback to my email 

ghassand@sedco.com

ترفيه نيوز
T A R F E E H  N E W S Message From

Chief Editor

Ghassan Dennaoui 
Marketing Manager
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Vision :
To be the leading food service provider in our region, delivering 

exceptional experience to our stakeholders and providing 

outstanding financial value to our shareholder.

Mission :
Achieving excellence through committed and responsible 

leadership, striving for excellence through innovations and 

team spirit. 

“TARFEEH”
Launched The Corporate 

Offers Menu
In the middle of March 2017, the Tarfeeh launched a new Corporate 

Offers Menu concerning its 4 brands. The menu encompassed an assort-

ment of offers with different options given by the corporate companies. 

The main objective behind this step was to help boost and increase 

awareness amongst the corporate companies by launching attractive yet 

reasonable offers. 

VISION
TARFEEH



“Applebee's”
Hera Branch Relocated
“Applebee's” Hera branch, the 2nd oldest one in Saudi Arabia, successfully completed its relocation in 

the Hera Street Jeddah to a newly constructed one at Prince Sultan Street (The same building in which 

Tarfeeh new head office found). The new branch was opened in April 2017, offering its customers a new 

personal and customer-focused experience. The new branch appears today with a new vibrant style 

which provide all guests with a relaxing atmosphere and a unique journey through exciting fresh foods 

and exceptional friendly service; an experience they will never forget. It is worth to mention that 

“Applebee's” also opened a new branch in Riyadh in early May. This is the sixth of “Applebee's” 

branches available today in Riyadh.
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“Ocean Basket” 
Opened New Branch In Jeddah 
“Mall of Arabia” 
“Ocean Basket” has opened its fourth branch in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the second one at the 

Mall of Arabia Jeddah, On 23rd of January 2017. The Mall of Arabia’s shoppers can now relish the most 

delicious seafood platters and mouthwatering sushi specialties, while dining at “Ocean Basket”. 

Serving delicious affordable seafood, “Ocean Basket” intends to open 4 extra branches in the near 

future, including one branch in the Red Sea Mall, Jeddah. 

“Ocean Basket”
Opened New Branch in Jizan
On the 1st of May, “Ocean Basket” opened a new branch in Jizan. Since the opening, the lovers of sea 

food started rushing to the new branch to celebrate the rich diversity of sea food through a blend of 

menu offerings and superb hospitality. Jizan residents is known for their passion to seafood cuisines. In 

the same month “Ocean Basket” also opened two other branches in Riyadh and Buraida. The total 

number of “Ocean Basket” branches have shifted to 7 branches across the Kingdom.  
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The Mega Prize Competition
“Dine & Drive” Launched By

“Applebee's”
On 29th of March 2017, “Applebee's” launched its mega campaign “Dine & Drive” which enabled customers 

to enter for a draw and win brand new 2016 Ford Expedition cars. The draw took place in Khalidiya Branch 

in Jeddah and 3 Ford Expeditions cars were awarded. During the past 2 months, “Applebee's” branches had 

received a huge number of heavy traffic. Following the draw, in the first week of April 2017, “Applebee's” 

contacted the winners and each of them was honored by a special ceremony in which their prizes were 

handed. “Applebee's” is planning to launch more contested campaigns within the coming month or two 

months. Up to that exciting moment, “Applebee's” fans will definitely stay tuned for the event. 
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“Applebee's” Launched The
“All You Can Eat Ribs” Campaign
In the end of April, “Applebee's” launched a new exciting campaign dedicated especially for the lovers 

of ribs meat, with the concept of the “All You Can Eat”. The campaign left a strong impression upon 

“Applebee's” customers and gained high increase in sales margins and traffic. 

Dinner Deals And Value Meal
Campaign From “Applebee's”
“Applebee's” launched a new exciting dinner promotion for its loyal customers. Everybody enjoyed a 

great delicious dinner for two people at only SR99. “The Value Meal” is another promotional campaign 

launched by “Applebee's” in early March, where customers have gained wonderful discounts on a 

variety of signature meals. Both campaigns were aimed at generating more traffic and improving 

customers’ loyalty towards “Applebee's” meals.



“TARFEEH”
STRICT HYGIENE POLICIES
Cleanliness is vital to the successful running of a restaurant, you owe it to your customers to ensure that they 

enjoy their meals safely. Whenever people decide to feast out of the home, they think on many factors such as 

the friendly customer service, food quality, and to some of them the restaurant’s strategic location. Conversely, 

food hygiene is also considered as crucial and important decision when dining in a restaurant. We at Tarfeeh 

struggle with staying on top of the task of the restaurant cleanness. Here below is a video we would like to 

share, it includes the Tarfeeh’s Hygiene Policies which ensure that everything is inevitably clean across all 

our outlets. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=010rARXmEDs 
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Kamran Naim Khan, TARFEEH Vice 

President of Marketing and Business 

Development shared his take and 

thoughts on the restaurant industry. 

Below is the full article .

TARFEEH VP
Marketing
Article in
Saudi Gazette
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“Tarfeeh” is The Official 
Sponsor of “Sedco” 
Annual Football
Tournament
Tarfeeh has announced that it has sponsored the SEDCO’s Annual 

Football Tournament which started in early February and ended on 

the 23rd of March 2017. During the event, Tarfeeh distributed 

promotional coupons to the fans in addition to offering some exiting 

competitions and games.  Tarfeeh’s sponsorship is considered as a 

crucial part in such a thrilling event where SEDCO’s group of companies 

have pleasantly involved. Since the launch of the Tournament, it has 

shown a rush of excitement and enthusiasm. It is an excited Tournament 

that Tarfeeh always has a privilege to be part of it. Over the past few 

years, Tarfeeh had constantly been very supportive of SEDCO’s Tour-

naments with an aim to fortify the relationship within the SEDCO 

group of companies. 

“Tarfeeh” Sponsors
The Us Independence Day
In the end of last February, Tarfeeh once again has sponsored the annual celebration held to celebrate 

the US Independence Day at the American Consulate in Jeddah. More than 500 guests have been 

invited for the event where Tarfeeh’s 4 main brands were elegantly presented and showcased through 

a nice selection of dishes. The attractive setting of the Buffet Booth organized by Tarfeeh has won the 

admiration of the high profile individuals who visited the event. This is not the first time for Tarfeeh to 

sponsor the celebration of the US Independence Day; the Company is used to achieving this since long 

of years ago. The nice organization of the festival was highly admired and praised by both US consulate 

staff and all attendees.  
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“Tarfeeh” Sponsors
Gensoul Filipino Basketball League
Tarfeeh has also sponsored the GENSOUL Basketball Tournament which lasted about 4 months. This Tourna-

ment is specifically organized for the Filipino community in Jeddah. The Tarfeeh’s Tournament sponsorship 

was seen as real opportunity for the audience to know more about the Company’s main 4 brands. Tarfeeh is 

always keen to grasp such opportunities to help create an interesting atmosphere of delightfulness and excite-

ment.
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Awesome Discounts
For Military Sector
Tarfeeh is extremely proud to announce up to 20% special discounts particularly dedicated for the 

military forces individuals and police officers. Launched in the middle of February 2017, Tarfeeh’s 

promotional offers have covered all of the Company’s main brands which are currently available across 

the Kingdom. Tarfeeh’s offers were made as a tribute to those brave hearts that defend the country’s 

souls and sacrifice their lives for the sake of the homeland. 



Amro Zahran LEGO Puzzle Creation
???????????
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